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Abstract
Morphological granulometries were conceived by Matheron for the purpose of analyzing
images with respect to shape and size of elementary granular components. In particular, granulometric
analysis has proven useful in the analysis and identification of textures. Morphological granulometries
are filter sequences that measure the residual area after each iteration of the filter. Every component of
the filter's structuring element set is dilated for each iteration of the filter and the area resulting from the
union of the morphological openings of the original image produces a function of a single variable, the
iteration index. If the n components of the structuring element set are allowed to take on values
independent of each other, the area after the opening for all combinations of structuring element size
provides an n dimensional representation of the image with area after opening a function of all the
various sizes of the different structuring elements results. Just as traditional granulometries can be
manipulated to provide a signature useful in texture discrimination the n dimensional representation does
so as well, although the traditional moment analysis technique is not applicable because the multivariate
granulometry does not define a probability density function. Instead an orthonormal projection method is
used to represent the transformed image by an arbitrary number of Fourier coefficients. The Fourier
coefficients provide a feature space from which a number of features can be selected for the purpose of
texture discrimination. For this research, Fourier coefficients (sequency constants) of aWalsh
representation are used to characterize the image texture. A feature selector using the Mahalanobis-Like
probabilistic distance measure provides a mechanism for reducing the feature set to a mathematically
tractable number of features. A Gaussi;ui maximum likelih<x)d classifier is used to identify unknown
samples from a finite set of texture patterns. The classifier produces good results when classifying 12
textures in the absence of image noise. Results when the images are corrupted with 10% point noise are
poor unless the classifier is trained in the presence of the noise. The classifier also exhibits the ability to
distinguish reasonably well the presence or absence of point noise,
within a given texture, when the
classifer is trained for both conditions.
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1.0 Background
The aim of this research is to introduce a modified form of the morphological
granulometry, and demonstrate the applicability of the new form to the problem of
texture segmentation. This new form, the multivariate granulometry, is introduced in
section 2, Statement OfWork. This background section will present the fundamental
concepts and techniques which provide the tools needed to apply the multivariate
granulometry to the problem of texture segmentation as well as a definition of the
traditional morphological granulometry, which serves as the basis for the multivariate
granulometry.
1.1 Texture
Although there is no formal imaging definition of texture, it is nonetheless an
important area descriptor in image analysis. The importance of texture is evidenced by
its application in such wide ranging applications as medical imaging, remote sensing and
computer vision. In medical imaging, Chen et al [1] have used texture as a means of
detecting osteoporosis when used in conjunction with magnetic resonance imaging.
Haralick and Anderson [2] demonstrated how texture relates to land-use categories while
Blostien and Ahuja [3] proposed using texture information in extracting information
regarding the shapes and surfaces of solids from images.
Informally, we associate texture with our perception of smoothness, roughness or
regularity. There are three principal approaches to describe texture: statistical, spectral
and structural [4]. Each of these approaches have associated methodologies for texture
description. The focus of this research is on morphological granulometries, which are
structural. Structural description of texture is dependent on the existence of so-called
texture primitives.
1.2 Morphological Granulometries
Morphological granulometries were conceived by Matheron [5] as a method for
analyzing images through the use of shape primitives of various sizes. Granulometries
use morphological openings as a fitting operation to remove image structure that does
not conform to the shape of the primitive. By analyzing the area of the image remaining
after removal of non-conforming image area, inferences can be made regarding the
makeup of the original image.
Openings
The basic operation upon which the morphological granulometry is based is the opening.
The opening of a binary image 5 by a binary structuring element E is defined to be the
union of all translations of structuring element E that are subsets of image S
Open(S,E) = Kj{B + x:B +x^S)
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Figure 1: Image S and structuring element E
Binary images consist of ones (activated pixels) and non-activated pixels,
represented by asterisks in image S. The image of S opened by E consists of all
translations ofE for which all pixels of E fit over activated pixels of S. Figure 2 shows
S opened by E.
Open(S,E)
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Figure 2: Opening of image S by structuring element E
In the upper left of image S the group of pixels two high and three wide remains in the
opening because E fits exactly over that group. Likewise, the group in the lower right
remains because E fits over those pixels. All isolated pixels have been eliminated, as
well as the group of four high by two wide in the upper right and the cross in the lower
left.
This simple example demonstrates how the opening can be used to measure that
portion of an image that does not conform to the shape of a structuring element. The
original image S has an area of thirty one while the image of S opened by E has an area
of fourteen. Therefore S contained thirty one pixels minus fourteen pixels, or seventeen
pixels that did not conform to the shape of E.
Opening as a construction of erosion/dilation
While the description of the morphological opening as a fitting operation allows
easy visualization of the opening operation, it does not provide insight to a reasonable
algorithm for implementation of the operation on a digital computer. In this context a
more useful equivalent formulation is the expression of an opening as an iteration of an
erosion followed by dilation.
Open(S,E) = dilate(erode(S,E),E)
The erosion of image S by image E can be represented mathematically in several
ways. Of particular interest is the definition of erosion as the intersection of the
translates of the input image by negatives of points in the structuring element.
erode(S,E)
= n{S-e:ee E)
This expression for a morphological erosion, in terms of intersections of image
translates that are defined by the activated pixels of the structuring element, lends itself
to more straightforward implementation on digital computers. Likewise, morphological
dilation can be defined in terms of unions of image translates. Again the translations are
defined by the activated pixels of the structuring element. This formulation of the
dilation is shown below.
dilate(S,E) = u{S + e:eeE)
Granulometries
From the definition of an opening it follows that for structuring elements E and F,
if Open{F,E)=F, then for any image S, Open(S,F) is a subimage of Open(S,E).
Open(F, E) = F=> Open(S, F) c Open(S, E)
Likewise, for an increasing series of structuring elements, ,,,,,,... such that
Open(Ek+l ,Ek) = Ek+] , an image opened by such a sequence will form a decreasing
sequence.
Open{EMk y=Ek+]=*Open(S,Ek)rzOpen{S,Ek-i)c_cOpen{S,E\)
Counting the number of pixels remaining after each succeeding opening results in a
decreasing function H^S), such that for some K, ^^(5)=0, for loK. The image sequence
{ Open(S, E0 ) is a granulometry and the resulting function is called the size
distribution. The decrease in the area after each iteration of the filter is indicative of the
portion of the original image that does not conform to the shape and size of the
structuring element /..
Since 4* monotonically decreases with k, the normalization of 4*^(5) is a
probability distribution function. The normalization is 0/:(S)=1-4//:(5)/vI'q(5). Note that
f) may be a single pixel so that ^(S) is the area of the original image. The function
<Djt(S) is commonly referred to as a granulometric size distribution, or more recently, the
pattern spectrum of the image with respect to granulometry[6]. Taking the discrete
derivative of Q>fc(S) with respect to it yields a discrete probability density function that
contains information on the particle size distribution of the original image. The moments
of the probability distribution function (most notably the mean, variance and skewness)
have been used to describe texture information [7].
In the above discussion the operation of the granulometry has been described as
though the opening operation were based on scaled copies of a single structuring element
only, and in fact this is often the case. However, in the general definition of a
granulometery the opening operation is performed on the image S by all the structuring
elements of a structuring element collection, B. For the general case, the function ^(S)
is the area of the union of all the separate openings. In the general case the operation of
VfciS) is defined as follows:
, (5) = Op<?n(S,, t )uOpi(.S,2 k )u. . . uO/?en(S, t )
B = {{1Jt},{2Jt},...,{^}}
1.3 Walsh functions
Projection methods use sets of orthogonal basis functions to transform, or project,
functions between coordinate systems. Such orthogonal series expansions provide series
coefficients that can be used to construct feature vectors to serve as descriptors of the
function [8]. These series coefficients are referred- to as Fourier coefficients or sequency
constants. Fourier coefficient descriptors of a function can provide insight as to the
composition of the original function. For example, Fourier coefficients from a Discrete
Fourier Transform (DFT) provide insight regarding the frequency composition of the
original function. Other transforms provide descriptors which may not be as intuitive in
nature as those derived from the DFT. The Fourier coefficients derived via theWalsh
Transform are representative of the composition of the original function with respect to
theWalsh functions which serve as the basis for the transform. For the purpose of this
research the Fourier coefficients of theWalsh transform can be thought of as providing
shape descriptors of the multivariate granulometry. That is, the derived Fourier
coefficients will provide description of the multivariate granulometry shape in terms of
Walsh functions. These shape descriptors derived from aWalsh transform of the
multivariate granulometry will be used as the basis for the feature vector to be used for
texture classification.
Walsh functions define a complete orthogonal basis set. Walsh functions can be
defined in terms of another orthonormal, although incomplete set of basis functions
called the Rademacher functions [9]. Rademacher functions are square waves defined on
the interval [0,1) by
f 1 for 0 < t < 1/2
1
[-1 for 1/2 < t < 1
r_At)
=
rAVt) for n = 1, 2, .
The first four Rademacher functions are illustrated in Figure 3.
Walsh functions are expressed in terms of the Rademacher functions according to
the following relationships:
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Figure 4: The first eightWalsh functions
Given fif), a signal defined on the interval [0,1), let a/, represent the Fourier
coefficient f(wk ) with respect to the klh Walsh function then,
1
at =\f(t)-wk(t)dt
where wj^t) is the itth Walsh function. The term a^ is the itth sequency constant of the




As with other projection methods these sequency constants can be used as descriptors of
the original function in terms of the basis functions.
The application of projection methods can be extended to functions of arbitrary
dimension. To illustrate the point, Walsh functions are extended to two dimensions by
multiplying all pairs of functions taken from two separate one-dimensional systems. If
<Pi(0> <p2(f),~. is a complete orthonormal system of functions on the interval [a, b] and if
vj/;(.s), \\f2(s),... is a complete orthonormal system of functions on the interval [c, d] then
the functions
cb d) <I> <t> d) d)
11' 12' 21' 13' 22'
31'---
where
form a complete orthonormal system on the rectangle [a,b]x[c,d]. These function are
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Figure 5: Several two dimensional Walsh functions
The extension of sequency constants to 2 dimensions is also straightforward as





1.4 Image Segmentation and Feature Extraction
Image segmentation is a process in which an image is divided into regions that
are individually homogeneous in some property or feature. Image segmentation is used
in image processing to help isolate objects from background or to differentiate multiple
objects or regions in a scene. One of the simplest methods for gray-scale image
segmentation is amplitude thresholding. In this technique the gray level of each
individual pixel is used to associate pixels into regions with a single gray level or range
of gray levels. More complex segmentation schemes rely on features extracted from
regions surrounding a pixel in order to assign the pixel to a region. Segmentation of
texture regions requires the use of features derived from regions surrounding a pixel
because texture is not embodied in a single pixel but is defined over a region.
Newell, Dougherty and Pelz [7] segmented pixels using features derived from
granulometric analysis on the regions surrounding pixels of interest. These features were
statistical moments of the pattern spectra (ref. section 1.2) of several granulometries,
each having single component structuring element sets. Granulometric pattern spectra
are one-dimensional random functions that indicate the relative area of the image
conforming to the shape of the basis set as a function of basis element size. Since the
pattern spectra are random functions, the statistical moments of the spectra are random
variables [10]. The statistical moments describe certain aspects of the shape of the
pattern spectrum. For example, the pattern spectrum mean describes the center of mass
of the pattern spectrum while the pattern spectrum variance describes the spread of the
pattern spectrum. These features provide a description of pattern spectra that
corresponds with our intuition regarding the information extracted via granulometric
analysis.
It is not necessary, however, that the descriptors of the granulometric results be in
any way intuitive; any descriptors that extract adequate
information of the form of a
pattern spectrum can be used to classify or segment pixels based
on the image
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information extracted by the granulometry. Two reasons in particular justify selecting an
alternative to the use of statistical moments as descriptors of the multivariate
granulometry that will be formally introduced in the Statement ofWork section. First,
the pattern spectrum resulting from a multivariate granulometry does not necessarily
define a probability distribution function and therefore statistical moments cannot be
used for characterization. Second, in the event that a multivariate granulometry did
define a probability distribution function, an n dimensional gradient would be required to
transform the granulometry into a probability density function, which would then require
an n dimensional integral to extract each of the relevant moments.
This difficulty is circumvented by using Fourier coefficients from a projection
method as the shape descriptors of the granulometry. In particular aWalsh transform is
appropriate for extracting descriptors from a multivariate granulometry. This is because
of its computational simplicity and the fact theWalsh basis functions are defined over a
finite domain. The finite domain of the basis functions is particularly appropriate since




Classification is the process of assigning an object into one of a number of
categories based on observations of features of the object. In image classification, pixels
are assigned to classes based on features of the pixel and/or features extracted from the
pixel's neighborhood. In supervised statistical classification, a set of prototypes from
each class is used to derive probability density information of the features derived from
the pixels of the different classes. The distribution descriptors can then be used to define
a classification rule or discrimination function that can be used to determine the most
likely class of origin of pixels from unknown classes. Such a classification rule is
frequently referred to as maximum likelihood classifier.
The simplest example of a classifier distinguishes two classes using one feature.
As previously stated, the probability distributions of the feature for each of the classes is
estimated from the set of prototype pixels. Figure 6 illustrates the distributions of a
hypothetical feature , from two image classes. A classification rule can be devised that
maximizes the probability of assigning a pixel of unknown origin to the correct class by
considering the value of the two distributions at each value of ^ This is accomplished
intuitively by assigning the pixel with a feature value , - a to class 0)j when
P(, = a\(iii)>P() = a\(ti2) and to class o>2 when P(x = a\w2) >P(x
= a\wl) In the
single feature case this leads to a decision rule which can be stated in terms of the ^
values where P(x = a\wl) = P(x = a\w2). This is the situation in Figure 6 at t, = d. For
pixels with a feature value , > d the probability that the pixel is from class o>2 is greater
and when , < d the opposite is more likely. The probability of erroneous classification is
represented by the area of overlap of the two probability density functions, which is




Figure 6: Distribution of feature , for two classes
The concept of classification based on maximum likelihood can be extended to
utilize an arbitrary number of features. The most commonly used multivariate classifier
is the Gaussian maximum likelihood classifier. This classifier uses distribution
descriptors in the form ofmean vector and covariance matrix estimates for each of the
image classes under consideration. In addition the classifier requires that the distribution
of features within each class have approximately multivariate normal distributions. The
discrimination function is based on a generalized squared distance between the various
class mean vectors and the feature vector of the pixel in question.
The generalized squared distance from such a feature vector ^ to class cot is:
where: t, is the feature vector and CD, is an arbitrary class.
5l(^,C0,)
= (^-m,)'i:;1^-m,)+ln|L,|
where m, and Z, are the mean vector and covariance matrix respectively for classco,.
&(,)
= -2 ln(?,)
where q, is the a
priori probability of class 0),.
15
1.6 Optimal Feature Selection
A key aspect of feature selection is the reduction of dimensionality of the
classification problem [11]. Reduction of the dimensionality provides several benefits.
Of particular interest is the minimization of the computational burden and the potential
for improvement in classification error rates. The reduction in computational complexity
is a direct result of the smaller size of the mean vectors and covariance matrices used in
the classifier. The potential for improvements in error rates is a manifestation of the so-
called peaking phenomenon. Initially, performance of a classification system improves
as more features are included in the classifier, but at some point additional features
degrade the performance of the classifier. Peaking is a result of the random aspect of all
features. As more features are included, the potential for the next feature to include
redundant information becomes greater. Since all features are random variables the noise
(variance) of the features eventually begins to obscure the useful information in features
with significant redundancy and so effectively confuses the classifier.
Conceptually, one of the simplest methods of feature selection is to consider the
separation of the means in multidimensional feature space. This method suffers
however, from its failure to consider the variances of the features. A set of features
greatly separated in feature space may have significant overlap
compared to features less
separated but with significantly smaller variances. Consider Figure 7 which illustrates
this point with two examples of single element feature vectors from two image classes.
Feature ^2 has relatively larger separation of the means and greater variances than
feature ^, which results in a greater overlap of the probability distributions for class co,
and class co2 and therefore




Figure 7: Effect of variance on feature separation
Consideration of the error probability as the basis for feature selection
incorporates the characteristic most of interest directly into the feature selection process.
In the two class case (with equal a priori class probabilities) the error probability e is
given by the following expression:
e = 0.5 \-\\\P(Z, lco,)-P(^ \<a2)\a%
where ^ =
[^,,...,^.]T
is the feature vector and P(^ Ico^) is probability density for
feature ^ for class co;.
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The integral in the expression is effectively a "probabilistic
distance"
measure in
that a greater value indicates greater separation of the distributions and therefore less
probability of error and vice versa. In the case of identical distributions, perfect overlap
the integral is zero and the probability of error is 50%. Any other measure, J, which
measures the overlap of probability distributions can be used as a probabilistic distance
measure. The properties defining a probabilistic distance measure, J, can be stated more
rigorously [1 1] as follows:
7>0
7 = 0 when P(^ Ico,), / = 1,2 are completely overlapping
J is maximum when P(, Ico,), / = 1,2 are nonoverlapping for all ^





Evaluation of the Divergence measure becomes significantly more
straightforward when the class conditional probability densities are Gaussian, to wit:
h = ^(n2 +Z;')(H2 -H,) + jtracefc-'I, +^% -2l}
where u is the mean vector for class co;, X; is the covariance matrix for class co;
and I is the identity matrix.
Another commonly used probabilistic distance measure is the Mahalanobis. The
Mahalanobis and Divergence produce equal results when class covariance matrices are
equal. TheMahalanobis measure, JM, is defined as follows:
18
A,=(H2-Hl)T_1(ll2-lil)
where u,; is the mean vector for class;', X is the covariance matrix for both classes.
Newell [7] used a similar measure, the Mahalanobis-Like, to select features
derived using morphological granulometries. The Mahalanobis-Like distance is defined
as follows:
JML={[i2-^Y^~i(\i2-\il)+ ln\l,\
where u.; is the mean vector for class C0j and X is the covariance matrix for both classes
When the features do not have equal covariance matrices the pooled covariance
can be used or the Mahalanobis-Like distance can be calculated twice for each pair of




where \is is the mean vector for class cos, [i, is
the mean vector for class co, ,
Xs is the covariance matrix for class cos and X, is the covariance matrix for class co, .
The optimum n element feature set can be found by summing the 7ML or J5 and 7,
for all pairs of classes for each combination of 77 features selected from the total number,
N, features available. The subset of n features with the greatest sum has the largest
separation, according to the
probabilistic distance measure. This approach to
optimization does not however account for the possibility that, for a given feature set,
some subset of classes may have an extremely large separation,
to the point that there is
19
essentially no overlap, and that the inflated distance measure resulting from such a large
separation may mask the fact that other classes have essentially no separation[12]. See
Figure 8 for an illustration of this condition along with an illustration of a system with
better overall separation. Figure 8 shows two sets of divergence measures for three
classes. In one set class 3 is greatly separated from both class 1 and 2, while class 1 and
class 2 have a limited separation. In the other set class 3 has less separation from the







Figure 8: Illustration of class separations. The circles depict only the relative locations
of the classes, not class boundaries.
Newell [7] applied a thresholding technique to the Mahalanobis-Like distance
measure in order to suppress very large values of the probabilistic distance. A threshold
was calculated based upon an acceptable probability ofmis-classification. All calculated
class separations were divided by this threshold value. If the ratio exceeded 1.0 the result
20
was set to 1.0, thus avoiding inflation of the overall separability measure. The threshold




where k is the number of features to be selected and P is the probability of
misclassification .
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2.0 Statement of work
This section introduces the concept of the multivariate granulometry and
describes the details of how this extension of the traditional morphological granulometry
can be applied to the specific problem of texture segmentation. While the extension of
the traditional granulometry constitutes the fundamental original contribution of this
work, it is the application to the problem of texture segmentation that provides a measure
of its usefulness.
Applicability of the multivariate granulometry to texture segmentation will be
demonstrated using a finite set of natural texture images. Two separate sets of images
(each set consisting of the same textures) are required so that one set may be used to
estimate the statistics of a descriptive feature set derived fromWalsh coefficients of the
multivariate granulometry. The statistics estimated from the first set of images are used
as the basis for a classifier that is applied to a similarly derived set of descriptive features
from the second set of images. In this way the performance of the classification system
on so-called independent data can be measured.
The multivariate granulometry, as well as theWalsh transform, were
implemented using software written specifically for this research on specialized image
processing hardware. While also written specifically
for this research, the feature
selection and classification software did not require specialized hardware and therefore
was implemented on PC class hardware.
2.1 Multivariate Granulometry
The concept of a multivariate granulometry, as proposed in this paper, is a
modification of the general definition of the granulometry wherein the individual
components of the structuring element
basis set are indexed by independent variables.
The image area function, VtfS) for the traditional granulometry




^(k;5,B) = Open(S,, t. )uOpen(S,2 is ). . . Open(S, En K )
k = {k1,k2,...kn}
B = {{^1H^2}'-.{^}}
Where the traditional granulometry is a function of a single index variable, the
multivariate granulometry is a function of n independent index variables (index vector
k) where n is the number of structuring element sequences . Instead of the pixel count
function of a single variable, the multivariate granulometry results in an n dimensional
surface. The surface has a property similar to the traditional granulometry when
it, = k2 =,...= kn =0 in that the value of ^(k^B) is equal to the area of the
original
image if any one of the initial structuring elements is a single pixel.
Also like the
traditional form, the multivariate function is monotonically decreasing such that
4/(k;5,B) =0 for some K, k = {it, > Kx, k2 > K2, ..., k > Kn). Unlike the traditional
form, the multivariate function cannot be transformed into probability density function,
thereby eliminating the technique of using
moments as descriptors.
An example will illustrate more clearly some of the properties of a
multivariate
granulometry. The image in the example is the same image S used to depict the
operation of the opening. The basis set consists of two structuring elements,
the vertical




index the respective element grows by one
pixel.
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Figure 1 1: Result ofmultivariate granulometry on image S
Note that for kj=0 or k2=Q the granulometry has a value of thirty one, which is the area
of the original image. This results from the union operation of the granulometry. Since
one of the two structuring elements opened the image by a single pixel none of the image
is removed. Similarly when the image is opened by horizontal and vertical bars of length
two, kj=k2=l, only isolated pixels with no strong neighbors are removed.
Also of interest is the fact that this form of a granulometery contains the same
information contained in the traditional form. The information from a traditional
granulometry, using the same basis set as the example,
is present along the diagonal,
kj=k2.
Alternately, traditional granulometries are performed with single element basis
sets with the descriptors from each separate sequence combined into a single feature
vector. The same information used to derive descriptors is present in this form as well.
In this case the equivalent information is presented in
orthogonal rows and columns
where the other structuring element is
large enough to eliminate all of the image. For
example, when the
horizontal bar is six pixels or longer (kj>4) that opening contributes
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nothing to the union operation, therefore the sequence of openings by the vertical bar
have the same effect on the image as though the basis set consisted of that element only.
This portion of the multivariate granulometry can be thought of as a marginal
granulometry because it captures the results of the granulometric analysis of each basis
set elements working in isolation.
As an example of the type of information captured in the multivariate
granulometry and not in the traditional granulometry, consider the block of eight pixels
in the upper right of image S consisting of two columns of four each. This block is
removed only when the horizontal bar is larger than two pixels and the vertical bar is
larger than four pixels, i.e., k} > 1 and k2 > 3. Thus when kj=2 and k2 increments from
three to four ( or equivalently when k2=A and kj increments from one to two) the value of
the granulometery decreases by the eight pixels of the block. In the traditional two-
element basis set granulometry, the block is lost when the index increments from three to
four, but along the diagonal at this transition the value of the granulometry has decreased
by twelve because four pixels of the block in the lower left have been lost as well. In a
situation such as this the value of the multivariate granulometry lies in its ability to
remove (or identify when elements conform) such a block only when all elements of the
basis set just conform to the block unlike the traditional form where the block is removed
when the last structuring element of the sequence conforms to the block. In the single
element basis set implementation the block is removed for each granulometry when the
respective structuring elements exceed the
block in the appropriate dimension, but any
association of the separate index variables that result in the removal of the block is lost
since the granulometries are performed independently.
Since the single structuring element basis set is
a frequently implemented form of
the granulometry used for texture discrimination,
an example of a hypothetical pair of
texture elements (texons) that can be discriminated via
multivariate but not the traditional
form of the granulometry are
presented. Consider texons Tl and 72 shown in Figure 12.
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Consider two texture regions one consisting of patterns of Tl and the other of 72. The
pattern of texons can be a random or regular. For the purpose of this example the
rotational orientation of the texons is the same for each texon occurrence and the
individual texons do not overlap or adjoin each other.
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Texon T2
Figure 12: Texons Tl and 72
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Figure 13: Results ofmultivariate granulometry on textures based on texons Tl and T2
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Tkl=0(Tl) = 5 Tk2=0(Tl) = 5 4>kl=0(T2) = 5 Vk2=0(T2) = 5
kl=1(Tl) = 3 Tk2=1(Tl) = 2 ni=l(T2) = 3 4>k2=1(T2) = 2
Ykl=2(Tl) = 3 Tk2=2(Tl) = 0 Tk]=2(T2) = 3 Tk2=2(T2) = 0
4>kl=3(Tl) = 0 Tk2=3(Tl) = 0 4>kl=3(T2) = 0 yk2=3(T2) = 0
Figure 14: Results of granulometry based on two single-element basis sets
Comparing the results of the traditional granulometry for texons Tl and 72
reveals that structuring elements E] and E2 each produce identical results for both texons.
For the multivariate granulometry the results are similar but not
identical. Non-identical
results are produced when the horizontal bar is two pixels ( kj = 1 ) and the vertical bar is
two or three pixels ( it2 = 1, 2 ). The distinguishing aspect is
due to the effective length
of the horizontal part of the image. In texon Tl, this part is separated from the
vertical
component and consists of two pixels. In 72 the horizontal
component is adjacent to the
vertical but still only two pixels long.
Both texons therefore contain a horizontal
component of two pixels in length and a vertical
component of length three. Texon 72
contains one additional isolated pixel so
both texons contain five activated pixels.
When the two opening sequences
are performed separately the isolated pixel
makes the image components appear
larger when that component is removed by the
structuring element
to which it does not conform. That is, the opening
of Tl by a
horizontal bar of length two results in an
area of two from the horizontal bar because the
three pixels in the vertical bar are
removed. When opening 72, two of the pixels of the
vertical bar are removed but the
result is still two because the isolated pixel is.removed as
2S
well. The isolated pixel has the same effect when opening by a vertical bar of length
two. Thus traditional granulometric results are identical for the two texons.
With the multivariate granulometry, forming the union of the openings from the
separate sequences insures that an image component is removed only by the structuring
element that most conforms in shape only when the conforming element is larger than the
image component. Thus the vertical bar is only removed when the vertical structuring
element is four pixels regardless of the size of the horizontal bar structuring element.
Likewise, the horizontal image component is only removed when that structuring
element is three pixels long. The isolated pixel is removed by both structuring elements
when their respective lengths are two or more. Hence the first difference in multivariate
granulometries for these texons is revealed when kj=k2-l because the isolated pixel is
removed from 72 but no part is removed from Tl. The isolated pixel is the only loss for
the granulometry at kj=l, k2=2 as well.
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2.2 Texture Images
Twelve texture images were selected for this study. All images were taken from
Brodatz's [13] collection of photographic texture images. The images were selected to
represent a wide range of complexity. Textural complexity is a qualitative term that
includes aspects such as the structural complexity of texture primitives (texons), the
regularity or randomness of the texon patterns and the relative scale of the texons.
Eight bit digital images of the Brodatz originals were produced using a CCD
camera on a photographic copy stand. The images have a spatial resolution (in terms of
the photographic originals) of 1(K) pixels per inch. The digital images consist of 512 by
512 pixels. For each of textures two separate images, each from a different region of the
Brodatz texture image, were made so that one complete set could be used for training and
the second set for testing performance of the classifier on independent data. Henceforth
each texture class will be identified by the number assigned by Brodatz (i.e. dl02, dl03,
etc.). Figure 15 shows the twelve gray-scale images from Brodatz.
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a) dl7 Herringbone weave
b) d20 French canvas
c) d64 Oriental rattan
Figure 15(a-c): Gray-scale texture
images
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31 d) d65 Oriental rattan
e) d67 Plastic pellets
f) d68 Wood grain
Figure 15(e-f): Gray-scale texture
images
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g) d75 Coffee beans
h) d77 Cotton canvas
i) Raffia
Figure 15(g-i): Gray-scale texture images
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j) d87 Sea fan, fossilized
*
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k) dl02 Cane
1) dl03 Loose burlap
Figure 15(H): Gray-scale texture images
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Before performing the granulometry, the gray-scale images were reduced to
binary images. Application of a single threshold to gray-scale images represents one of
the simplest methods for lossy gray-level compression. Many algorithms for selection of
the threshold are available. For example, choosing the threshold that most nearly results
in equal numbers of activated and non-activated pixels or selection of the median gray
level of an image with a bi-modal histogram are two common techniques. However,
these algorithms could be construed as image enhancement techniques and so instead a
single threshold that resulted in the twelve textures retaining significant underlying
structure was selected and applied to all images.
The structure resulting from the application of a threshold to the gray-scale image
can be effected by the threshold value selected. Indeed, intra-image gray level
non-
uniformity can result in variation in size and shape of the underlying image structure.
Variation of this sort can inflate the variance of extracted features or skew the feature
distribution means. This may result in reduced classification accuracy. For this study a
threshold of 100 was selected. All pixels with a gray-scale value of 100 or more were
activated in the binary image, while those with a lesser gray value were not activated.
The results of this threshold are shown in Figure 16.
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a) dl7 Herringbone weave
iiiinimmISm
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iiiliii\k iuik i Kfci b) d20 French canvas
;:ih;L c) d64 Oriental rattan
Figure 16(a-c) Binary Texture images
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d) d65 Oriental rattan
e) d67 Plastic pellets
f) d68 Wood grain
Figure 16 (d-f) Binary texture images
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g) d75 Coffee beans
S h) d77 Cotton canvas
i) d84 Raffia
Figure 16 (g-i) Binary texture images
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A multivariate granulometry is a multidimensional function whose value is a
function of the residual area of a binary image S following the morphological opening of
the image by a structuring element set, B The size of each element of the basis set is
determined by the index vector, k, of the multivariate granulometry. Four linear
elements were selected for the basis set: vertical, horizontal, positive diagonal and
negative diagonal bars.
Scaling of structuring elements
A particular structuring element extracts shape information from an image when,
by merit of its size, it removes image structure from the image (that is in some way not
congruent or similar in shape to the structuring element). Structuring element size
increases as its associated index variable is incremented. The increase in size for each
increment is determined by the definition of the structuring element. In the background
section on granulometries several examples of structuring element sequences were given
for which the elements were dilated by one pixel for each increment of the index.
Alternately, the elements could have been dilated by two, three or any arbitrary number
of pixels. The selection of this scale factor is of great practical importance although no
analytical tools exist for selection of an optimal scale value.
In the traditional granulometric analysis the granulometry continues until the
image area is zero. Continuing the operation in this way assures that all structural
information has been extracted from the image, given the limitation of the basis set
selected. Because the features to be used for classification via the multivariate
granulometry are sequency constants derived
from a Walsh transform of the
granulometry, there is no need to calculate the results of the granulometry for a domain
larger than that of the Walsh functions used in the transform. In other words, all non
zero valued portions the granulometry beyond the
domain of the Walsh functions are
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forced to zero when theWalsh transform is executed and any information contained in
that portion of the granulometry is lost. Therefore, to avoid unnecessary processing, the
domain of the granulometry was limited by allowing the elements of the index vectors to
assume only eight values.
k { A:, , k2 , k3 , Ar4 }
0<Jt,. <8
With this limitation imposed on the domain for the multivariate granulometry, the
potential exists for image structure to remain after the granulometry is
complete-
Remaining image area may contain additional structural information that may be useful
in identifying the texture.
Conversely, the sequence of structuring elements can increase in size too quickly.
In the traditional granulometry this results in removing all of the image structure in a
relatively few iterations of the filter so that the moments of the resulting pattern spectrum
have little resolving power. For the multivariate granulometry the result is similar in that
there are relatively few non zero results produced within the limited domain of the
function. Multiple classes of images with few non zero values limits the resolution of the
features derived from Walsh functions just as with pattern spectrum moments.
It is therefore important to consider the structuring element size increment
because of its effect on the amount of image removed for each increment and its effect
on the area remaining at the termination of the
multivariate granulometry. Ideally, each
realization within each class of images under consideration would produce a zero result
just when the last element of the index vector reaches the maximum value. Clearly,
given the random nature of textures there is no way to guarantee such an outcome.
Instead, an attempt was made to select a scale factor that would produce either a near
zero value for k,mx or a zero value close to k,mx
for each of the image classes. This was
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done by selecting several samples from each image class and performing the multivariate
granulometry. Several scale factors were tried in an attempt to achieve the compromise
described. Dilating the structuring elements by two pixels for each iteration of the filter
achieved the desired results.
Window Size
The multivariate granulometry was performed on 100 pixel neighborhoods from
each of the textures images in the training set. The pixel neighborhoods were 128 X 128
pixels. The pixels were selected such that the neighborhoods were completely within the
available texture image so as to avoid edge artifacts that are introduced when a pixel
neighborhood extends beyond the image border.
Walsh Functions
The number ofWalsh functions was chosen to match the resolution of the
multivariate granulometry. Just as the index of each element of the basis function had
eight unique values so too were there eight one-dimensional Walsh functions used to
create the four-dimensional functions used to calculate the sequency constants. There
are, therefore, eight raised to the fourth power, or 4096 sequency constants available as
features.
Image Processing Platform
Even with this limitation on the number of openings performed, the granulometry
possessed eight to the power four, or 4096 index vector values. For each unique vector,
four separate openings (one for each structuring element) of the original image are
required. The area of the union of the four openings is then calculated and the result is
the value of the granulometry for that index vector. Because of the number of
computations required for each pixel investigated, the granulometry was implemented on
a computer specifically designed for image processing applications, the model 4(XM)EX
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vision processor from Applied Intelligence Systems Incorporated. The 4000EX has an a
array of 512 proprietary single bit processors each one dedicated to a single column
of a
512 pixel wide image. AMotorola 68030 microprocessor serves as host to the parallel
array, manages image memory, and performs other functions normally associated with a
microprocessor.
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2.4 Selection of Granulometric Features
As noted in the section on feature generation, theWalsh transform of the
multivariate granulometry results in 4096 features, from which a subset of features must
be selected for use in the classifier. Selection of a subset directly from the entire set of
4096 is computationally prohibitive so the marginal granulometries were used to reduce
the potential features for the classifier. As noted in the background section, the marginal
data from the multivariate granulometry is equivalent to single element traditional
granulometries.
One hundred pixels were randomly selected from the training images of each of
the textures. For each of the four structuring elements in the basis set the first eight
iterations of a granulometry ( using the scale factor selected as described in section 2.2)
were performed and theWalsh sequency coefficients calculated. From each of these 4
sets of eight features the two features with the largest probabilistic separation were
selected. The search was exhaustive, that is, all of the twenty eight possible
combinations of eight features taken two at a time were considered for each structuring
element.
This set of features correspond to two one-dimensionalWalsh transforms for each
of the four elements of the basis set. These functions were used as the basis for forming
sixteen four-dimensional Walsh functions. Once again 100 pixels from each of the
training set textures were randomly selected For each pixel the multivariate
granulometry was performed and the
sixteen Walsh sequency coefficients, corresponding
to the sixteen four-dimensional Walsh functions, were calculated. From this set of
sixteen features derived from the complete multivariate granulometry, optimal subsets of
several sizes were found via exhaustive searches.
The search algorithm used the Mahalanobis-Like probabilistic distance measure
to identify optimal subsets of features for
classification. The thresholding techniques
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described for the Mahalanobis-Like measure was used with the acceptable level of
misclassification set to 0.001 or 0.1%.
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2.5 Classifier Accuracy Tests
The performance of the classifier was evaluated by classifying the 100 pixels used
for training the classifier (so called dependent data) and by classifying 100 pixels from
each of the texture classes selected from the second set of images made of a different
portion of the Brodatz texture images. Accuracy of the classifier was calculated by
dividing the number of correctly classified pixels by the product of the number of classes
and the number of pixels tested from each class.
In addition, images corrupted with 10% point noise were used to gauge the
classifier's performance in the presence of noise. Point noise in the gray scale image
domain is defined as random alterations of the gray scale value of single random pixels.
For this investigation a pseudo random number generator was used to select 10% of the
pixels in each of the texture classes. The gray value of each pixel selected was altered by
adding 100 to its original value. Because the value used to threshold the gray scale
images was also 100 the effect if this gray scale manipulation was equivalent to the
introduction of 10% salt noise into the binary images. Because the granulometry
operates on the white or activated pixels of the image this is the equivalent of union noise
in the binary domain. Performance of the classifier was measured when training was




3.1 Performance of Classifier on Noise Free Images
The first step in assessing the performance of any classification algorithm is to
measure the accuracy in classifying the data used to train the classifier. Although good
results in classifying dependent data do not guarantee success when independent data are
classified, poor results indicate the performance on independent data will be poor as well.
Good results on dependent data do indicate, however, that the feature means are well
separated and are representative of the feature data collected.
For all tests of performance, optimum subsets of one to fifteen of the sixteen
available features were selected and tested, as well as the complete set of sixteen features.
Various size feature sets are used so the performance variations can be observed as a
function of feature set size. Ideally, one would like to use the smallest number of
features that results in an acceptable error rate. However, if the removal of one feature
produces significantly poorer results and additional features produce better results it may
be worthwhile to accept the additional computational burden and variability inherent in
any random variable. Classification accuracy based on the twelve class
pool of textures
using sets of one to sixteen features is shown in Figure 17.
Classification accuracy for
both dependent and independent data are presented in that Figure as well. This graph
shows that the accuracy of the dependent data is nearly 100% when using sets
of six to
fifteen features, with a maximum accuracy of 94% on independent data when eleven or
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Figure 17: Classification accuracy of 12 classes texture set
Classification accuracy of 90% when classifying a pool of twelve textures is a
good indication of the power of the multivariate granulometry. However, this accuracy
was achieved when six to fifteen features were used. In order to determine if better
independent data classification accuracy can be achieved on a smaller pool of textures, a
subset of the original textures was selected for additional testing. The classifier was
retrained with d20, d64, d65 and d67 removed from the training pool. Classification
results for the pool of eight textures are shown in Figure 18. With the smaller texture
pool accuracy better than 90% is achieved for all sizes of feature vectors except for sets
of one or sixteen features. In fact, greater than 95% accuracy is achieved for all but the
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Figure 18: Classification accuracy of 8 class texture set
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3.2 Performance of Classifier in the Presence of Noise
Performance of the classifier was tested in the presence of noise using images
corrupted with 10% point noise as described previously. Ideally, a classifier trained
using a sample set of noise free images will accurately identify the texture class from
which a sample derives despite the presence of noise in the sample. Performance of a
classifier under such circumstances is measured simply by applying the classifier to
images corrupted by noise with the relevant characteristics. The performance of the
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Figure 19: Classification of noise corrupted images using uncorrupted image classifier
Clearly, accuracy in the levels indicated are disappointing. It must be noted
however that the introduction of noise to a texture alters the original texture. Alteration
of any of the textures from the original pool alters in the extracted feature statistics. If
the noise introduces only small changes to statistics of the feature vectors used to classify
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the uncorrupted images than the classifier may still perform at some acceptable level of
accuracy. Conversely, if the noise significantly alters the statistics the classification
algorithm has the potential to fail dramatically, which appears to be the case here. The
degree to which the statistics of the features have been changed can be illustrated by
training the classifier with separate classes for corrupted and uncorrupted images. For
the case of the pool consisting of eight texture classes this results in a pool of sixteen
classes, eight of which are the original uncorrupted textures and eight are the same
textures corrupted with 10% noise. The results of classifying such a pool are shown in
Figure 20. Once again, both dependent and independent data are shown. Note that the
changes of the feature statistics in going from clean to corrupted images are sufficient to
allow 80% classification accuracy for a pool of sixteen textures.
Accuracy
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Figure 20: Classification accuracy of 16 image class pool, 8
clean and 8 corrupted
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One technique available for improving classifier performance when feature
statistics are strongly affected by the introduction of noise is to train the classifier using
statistics derived from a pooling of the features from the clean and noisy images from
each texture class. Classification based on pooled statistics will not be effective when the
pooling results in excessive variability of the features so that feature means overlap and
become indistinguishable. Performance of the classifier trained using pooled feature data
is shown in Figure 21. Classification accuracy for both corrupted and uncorrupted
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Figure 21 : Classification accuracy of 8 classes of
clean and noisy, classifier training based
on pooling of clean and noisy
image features
Figure 21 indicates that pooling feature
data for noisy and clean images
provided
a reasonable compromise
for the feature distribution estimates
used in the classifier.
Accuracies better than 90% and approaching 100% are
achieved when four to fifteen
features are used in die classifier.
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4.0 Conclusions and Recommendations
4.1 General Conclusions
This study provides a good indication of the power of the multivariate
granulometry for the classification of textures. In the absence of noise, independent data
classification accuracy better than 80% was achieved when classifying twelve textures
using as few as three features. Twelve textures were classified with 94% accuracy when
eleven or twelve features are utilized. When the texture pool is reduced to eight classes
independent data classification accuracy is better than 95% when six or more features are
utilized.
The classifier works well in the presence of point noise as well, although the
noise must be estimated so the classifier can be trained to accommodate the resulting
feature shift. Classification accuracy better than 95% results when using nine to fifteen
features. What may be of greater interest is this methodology's potential to differentiate
textures with 80% accuracy when 10% point noise distinguishes eight pairs of classes in
the texture pool. This capability indicates the features are very sensitive to small changes
in the texture structure. The performance analysis undertaken in this study were
necessarily dependent on natural textures of general interest, whereas this sensitivity may
indicate the classifier will perform well when the texture classes to be discriminated have
more subtle underlying structure variations. To this end it is suggested that the
performance of the classifier be tested on image classes derived from a real world
situation where subtle texture differences may be indicative of changes occurring within
a process. One possible example of such a process is that of weaving a textile material.
A small change in the texture produced may be useful in detecting a change in a
controlled process parameter such as thread tension.
Improvements of the discrimination capability of the features derived using the
multivariate granulometry may be achieved through
improvements in the pre-processing
of the texture images. This study purposely limited the preprocessing to
the necessary
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step of binarization so that the discrimination capabilities would not be
enhanced by
other image processing. However, as mentioned previously other thresholding as
well as
image processing techniques can be used to reduce the effect of lighting gradients
in the
texture images as well as insuring the maximum amount of texture information is
contained in the binary images.
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4.2 Recommendations for Further Research
Alternative feature generation
In this research, sequency coefficients derived from aWalsh transform provided
the features required to discriminate textures using a Gaussian maximum likelihood
classifier. The sequency coefficients were used as shape descriptors of the multivariate
granulometry. The Walsh transform was selected for this application because of its
computational simplicity and because theWalsh functions, like the multivariate
granulometry, have finite domains. However, the multivariate granulometry, unlike the
Walsh functions, is a decreasing function, therefore, theWalsh functions, because of
their alternating nature, may not be the optimum choice for as far as providing shape
descriptors.
Choices for alternative feature selection methodologies which might provide
more optimal feature extraction would include transforms with basis functions that have
finite domains, as do theWalsh functions, but provide better shape descriptors of
decreasing functions. For example, transforms using wavelets based on Gabor functions
might provide a more representative descriptors of the multivariate granulometry.
Selection of a transform with compact but variable size support may provide the
opportunity to implement the multivariate granulometry
such that the opening sequence
can be executed until the image area is zero. Continuation of the multivariate
granulometry to that point would guarantee
that it would always contain information
identical to that contained the traditional granulometry using either several single element
basis sets or a multiple element basis set.
Intentional introduction of controlled noise
The classification system as implemented for this research demonstrated good
results when operating in the presence of noise as long as the classifier was trained in the
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presence of noise. When the classifier is trained in the absence of noise, classification
accuracy of noisy images is poor. This indicates that the feature mean vectors have
changed significantly. This observation is corroborated by the accuracy achieved when
classifying the pool containing sixteen textures which in fact actually consists of two sets
of eight textures, one set having been corrupted by 10% noise. That is, the feature means
of the eight uncorrupted images were sufficiently shifted by the introduction of the noise
to allow upwards of 80% classification accuracy on the sixteen class pool.
Seen in this light the intentionally introduced noise apparently provides an
additional structure to the natural texture images which is clearly detectable but does not
overwhelm the original structure. It may therefore be possible to introduce a noise with
random nature selected in order to provide a structure which will enhance the
classification accuracy by forcing sufficient number of holes or discontinuities in the
original binary image structure so that regardless of the original size of the texon
defining the texture a significant portion of the image structure is guaranteed to be
removed by the termination of the multivariate granulometry as implemented in this
research. By guaranteeing the processing of some portion of the image structure without
forcing a structuring element scale factor selection based on a-priori knowledge of the
textures under consideration, the application of this method to general texture
classification problems will be more straightforward.
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